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Appendix F

One-Page Explanation of DTCN/DTC Methodology

Abstract
Here, DTCN and DTCN/DTC methodologies are explained on one page with regard to
PMD and flow of procedures, respectively.
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1. The purpose-measure relationship of DTCN Methodology

Satisfication of total
and individual

Defend the earth, create customers, satisfy the customers

How to read this diagram;
Read upper level as the purpose
and lower level as measures
Thinking
↓
In order to

The life worth living according
to a particular theme or
purpose

Procedure
↑
How to

Creation of pre-pre plan
by team

Method to create the procedure

・Production
・And / or subject

Decision work

Allocate and connect conventional methodolgy to the purpose

Improvement from present
status

Create steps for scenario

IE

VE

PMD

QC

QFD

NM

Supplement

PERT
GANTT

Gather and examine
the theme and idea

Use FBS(Function breakdown
structure technique)

Use 3/5 improvement method

Use steplist method

Method to create the image

Create an image of the
objective

Use WBS phasing
management technique
Supplement

Create the "implementation plan" which shows procedure and organization
View of direction for each theme
In order to

Decision mechanism by
information of difference

How to

Use PMD(Key Word Method) to:
1. Create and define the same direction of value among concerned people
2. Focus the expression of objective result(key word expression)
3. Find the entrance key from where we can move toward the objective result

Gather and examine
the theme and idea

PMD: Purpose Measure Diagram

Replace the problem with the theme or subject
KJ Method
People can not organize procedure
to reach the objective result
State of
chaos

Think
Procedure
Many people speakat the same time in a
meeting, because the procedure is vague
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People can not find what must be created
or imaged because there is no key to
imagine

Image
Silent, because there is no image,
or key to imagine

R
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2. The Purpose-Measure relationship of DTCN Methodology.
Defend the earth, create customers，satisfy customer

How to read this diagram；
Read upper level as the
purpose and lower level as
the measures.
Thinking
Procedure
↓
↑

Help the organization survive
(Company,Government)

Control by the difference in
life cycle cost

Control by unit prod.cost

Start with theme
Design-to-cost by comparison

DTC trade

FBS/WBS

LR
LR

Necessary condition is to keep
reserve cost to recover from
unexpected failure

Show wisdom by looking at plan dwg.,
manuf.dwg.and process of manufacturing

Think and improve during manufacture
and use of the product.
Thinking starts from L/R brain.

Thinking at right brain.

Concept dwg.,
Basic/breakdown
drawings,
Plan drawings

Look at plan drawing before
making manuf. dwg.,create
ideas and let them weave into
manuf.dwg., and manuf. process
operation sheet.

LR

LR

Adopt the pre-design review method

Find necessary conditions to
realize the target

Flowchart of know-how
and cost management

Development cost

Life cycle cost

Production cost

・Ease undersatanding of what must
be improved by using cartoon
drawings or photos with writen
explanations.
・Accerelate creativity by comparing
photos.

順
手
用
利
の

Allocate and connect conventional methodology for the purpose

Method to create the procedure

Create steps for scenario
Use steplist method

Improve from present status

Method to create the image

Create an image of the objective

Use 3/5 improvement method

Supplement

IE

VE

PMD

QC

QFD

NM

Gather and examine the
theme and idea.

Use FBS (Function breakdown
structure technique)

Supplement

ＰＥＲＴ
ＧＡＮＴＴ

Create "Implementation Plan" which shows procedure and organization
View of direction for each theme

Decision mechanism by
information of difference

In order to

Use PMD(Key Word Method) to;

Gather and examine
the theme and idea

１． Create and define the same direction of value among concerned people.
２． Focus the expression of objective result (key word expression)
３．Find the entrance key from where we can move toward the objective reault

組織の長
(枠組み作 りをする)
委員長
事務局

Ｂ

How to

Ａ

ＰＭＤ： Purpose Measure Digagram

KJ Method
People can not find what must be
created or imagined because there
is no key to imagine.

思い
Procedure
Many people speak at the same time in a meeting,
because the procedure is vague.
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Image
Silent, because there is no image or key to image.

事務局

Ｃ

ａ

Ｄ

Replace the problem with the theme or subject

People can not organize procedure
to reach the objective result

ｂ

R

事務局

ｄ

Ａ

Ｂ

Ｃ

Ｄ

ａ

ｂ

ｃ

ｄ

ｃ
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1A. How to proceed DTCN(Design- to Customers’ Needs)

Usually start from here

As necessary

Steplist

Theme PMD

KJ-Method

↓

↑

↑

If you can not enter
from theme-PMD,
enter from here

Choose the
expression of
the name which
indicates the
thing itself

１．Give the budget to proceed
DTCN activity.
２．Let them report periodically the phased result of
DTCN activity which was
proceeded by approved
implementaton plan and
budget.
３．The phased report and
decision meeting must be
preceded by a pre-reporting
meeting of the working
group before the official
evaluation meeting to
confirm the expected end
results of each phase

Trade study about essential
elements and basic idea
(Image of FBS/WBS

↑
3/5 phase
improvement

Make PMD by verb+
noun expression
under the theme

Choose and implement the
following matter using the
3/5 phase improvement frame
work which making the
steplist.
・Implement phaseⅠ countermeasure which gives an
effective result at once.
・Implement phase Ⅱcountermeasure which gives an
effective result by processing
a little preparation.

Basic idea WBS and
image

→

→

・Relation with VE-Method
When WBS draft exists,review
it from pre-draft and upper
phase,and reconstruct them

① If it is possible,
it is recomended
have a rough WBS
as the pre-pre-draft
of WBS listed as an
output in column７D
of the steplist.

WBS(Pre-pre-plan)

↓ Basic idea
How to proceed DTCN

↓

Theme/idea sheet
about basic idea
and essential elements

Review theme
expression
as necessary
This is
equivalent
to a steplist

・Relationship with KJ-Method
KJ-Method is a method to gather
and connect the similar data card
or related ones. Therefore it is
effective in cases where it is difficult
to come up with the theme itself.
This method, however does not have
the rule of of "verb+noun" expression
and so it is difficult to creat the
movement necessary for action.

As necessary,use NMMethod and PMD Method
when it is difficult to
create the image.

Initial information
collecting phase

Basic idea phase

Relationship with conventional methodology

Accelerate theme idea
creation by using WBS
theme technique.

In order to promote activities at the
beginning of the project, use WBS phasing
theme technique from the beginning of the
project.

Breakdown structure
phase

Theme/idea sheet
about breakdown
structure

→

Trade study about
essential elments and
basic idea
(Image of FBS/WBS)

Machine WBS and
image

From this WBS

→
← drawing made here,
Image
called basic(plan)drawing

2nd information
collecting phase

② If itis not possible
to imagine the pre-preplan WBS in step ①,
creat the original WBS
in the basic idea step
and breakdown
structure phase

・ Estimate the cost and engineering feasibility by using the
established breakdown structure in former phase.
・ By evaluating the estimated result above, examine whether
get in full-scale development from next phase or not.
・ After decision-making above, proceed with full-scale development
GO-A-HEAD.
・ After full-scale development GO-A-HEAD, it is very difficult to
go back to the beginnings of the project.

・Relation with IE
IE is a technique for solving
problems in the process of
production. It is therefore very
effective for solving problems
which ocur once the process
has been established.

↓

RO-Method

・Relationship with QC
This method is applied to almost
all phases of production.

③ In the case of ①, it
is necessary to improve
the WBS by refining the
original pre-pre draft
of WBS.

Basic matter
or
design phase

In order to integrate the
elements in the upper box,
it is necessary to create an
implementation document.
Flow of cost and know-how management

Detailed matter
or
design phase

・ In this phase, complete the plan drawing and issue the initial
order to purchase to complete the objectives.

・Make production drawing and plan of detailed matter,
e．g．how to make detailed part.

・Relationshp with QFD
QFD starts with scene at the
customer and DTCN start with
theme.
So two methods support each other.

・DTCN/DTC Method

This is the cost and know-how
management base line to proceed
design to cost.

Implementation
phase

Review phase
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・Complete the objective result and verify it .

・Operate the objective result, and get data to improve the
product or system.
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2A. How to proceed DTC using DTCN methodology.
How to proceed DTC (Design-To-Cost)
Starting with key word expression
① Make steplist and implementation plan with it for phased working procedure, and the reach the objective result.(To realize the objective product with the target cost)
② By using phased working procedure, repeat to create the comparative idea of design and choose the most effective one.
No.

Phase
Preparation

０

１． Create and get approval of DTC implementation
plan
information ３． Confirm the budget for DTC activity with DTC
collecting
Implementation plan
４． Collect the necessary information to create a
basic idea of the next phase
１． Extract the comparative basic ideas, compare
Basic idea
them and select. Next find the feasible and
necessary conditions to realize them by using the
DTC trade study.
２． Identify the target cost
Initial

１

Minimum knowledge to
proceed DTC
Decision mechanism by
information of difference

Imagine how to proceed
design
to cost
DTC for unit production cost

２

３

Six conditions to make a
decision

During
the
development
phase, reduce the unit
production cost by design to
cost activity which must be
done due to allocated budget .
DTC for life cycle cost

Cost driving factor

５
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・ DTC of development cost
is only effective in later
phases of DTC activity
・ In order to proceed DTC of
development cost, it is
necessary to keep reserve
cost to recover unexpected
failure costs.
DTC of development cost
is proceeded in a trade
study of purpose and
measures and by measures
comparison activity using
DTC-Methodology

７

８

Feature of DTC methodology
１． Create the most appropriate name which shows the
itself
２． Get the consensus among the people concerned.
(PMD-Method)

１． Create an implementation plan and approve it using the procedure of the １．A system to approve the implementation plan by the
Created implementation plan itself
by the created implementation itself.
２． Use the framework to periodically report work results by using the
DTCN/DTC methodology and activity budget
２．A concrete method to force creative thinking and
３． Establish the first present cost by establishing the prospected product
action.
Production cost if we design the product conventionally.
1.
Start thinking from the theme, and create two or more comparative basic １．There is a way of thinking to replace the expression
ideas. by using the DTC trade worksheet and FBS technique. Next choose
of problem with a theme, and then find the conditions
the most appropriate basic idea (Level 1〜2)
to realize the objective result by using this way of
thinking. We can have a positive mental attitude
２． Extract the necessary conditions to reach the objective target cost
and make effort.
３． Accompany the least adverb and adjectives in “Verb + noun expression”
Theme/idea
The effort consists of creating a comparative rough
DTC trade work
Structured WBS and
(draft)
image
sketch of ideas, thinking about it all day , and using
the NM-Method as necessary.
A B C･
→
→

1.
Make it easy to create using the feasible and most
１．Proceed DTC trade study to identify the feasible 1. Start with theme WBS, create two or more comparative and structured
Breakideas by using the DTC trade worksheet and FBS technique, to get the
appropriate ideas by using the least adverbs and
structure of the basic idea
down
adjectives with “verb + noun” expressions to express
most appropriate the idea structuralized idea (Level 3〜4)
２．Allocate detailed target cost to each design group
structure
the function required.
２．Extract the necessary conditions to reach the objective result and target cost
Theme/idea
２．Proceed to structure the necessary things to
DTC trade work
Structured WBS
(draft)
realize the objective result among the people
and image
concerned.

2nd
information
collecting
phase

６

Flowchart of cost and
know-how management

Key point

→

４

・ Proceed life cycle cost
design by comparing the
life cycle cost between two
or more plans created
・ Creative thinking parallel
with DTC activity of prod.
unit cost.
DTC of development cost

Main work

１． Divide the eight phases of DTC activities by １．Use cost status graph to monitor the total present cost
steplist method
２． Obtain or allocate to proceed DTC activity

A B C

→

１．Adjust the conditions and evaluation to reach the １．Finish the test of elemental engineering components, before this phase. Also １．This phase is allocated to evaluating the obtained
target cost according to the result of the
examine the prospected result and back up method, if there is not finished result
breakdown structure up to former phases
component test
up to former phase and to finishing the preparation
for
２．Then decide “Full Scale Development GO-A-HEAD” ２．Create the DTC implementation plan(draft) at potential vendor and get
the next phase, making the decision of “Full Scale
promised conditions before selecting the vendor.
Development GO-A-HEAD”
２．Conventional project management method has little
vague procedure of this phase.
1.
Trade study work before make the each plan or 1.
Basic
Use technique starting with theme up to this phase, because the plan １．After this phase, use conventional cost down
layout drawing
matter
drawings at this phase are made through the DTC trade study work with
methodology used, but continue the DTC trade
or
theme.
２． Make a plan drawing of the product/system
study work.
design
２． Establish and approve the vendor’s basic idea thru. DTC implementation
３． Make a plan drawing of the jig for production
procedure at this phase.
４． Proceed with the vendor parts comparison and
get them to make DTC implementation
plan(draft) before
selection of vendor parts
5. Then decide the specifications of the vendor parts.
Detailed １．Make the manufacturing drawing according the １．Before making the manufacturing drawings, proceed the pre-design review 1．The target number of detailed ideas to be woven
matter
into the manufacturing drawing are monitored by
results of the pre-design meeting on plan drawing
meeting by looking at each corresponding plan drawing to examine what
or
to make manufacturing drawing
collating the scheduled releasing number curve of
detailed ideas and recommendations must be woven into the manufacturing
design
manufacturing drawing.
drawing among the concerned people, including production people.
２．Same as the detailed process of production.
Generally the number of detailed ideas must
２．The control of cost down activity in this phase will be done by monitoring the
proportionally increase roughly one month ahead of
number of ideas created.(Target number of ideas to be planned in advance)
the scheduled release of manufacturing drawings.
Implemen-t １． Identify the feasible estimated result to realize 1.
Estimate unit production cost from actual cost by excluding special factors １．Nothing in particular.
ation and
at development cost.
the target cost from the actual prototype
prototype
production result by excluding special factors of ３． After this phase, the conventional IE, VE and QC methods are effective.
the development phase.
Use DTC trade study as necessary.
２． If there is a difference between the estimation by
drawing and the actual result of the prototype,
prosecute the cause of difference
Review
1.
Take pictures of the problem scene and write an explanation of other １．In order to reduce the time to write the problem on
１．Proceed review and corrective action
and
problem directly on the picture. By doing this, quick action can easily be
paper, go and see the problem scene directly.
２．Quick action to reach the bottom of learning curve
taken.
Collection ３．Maintain the average unit production cost
Lighten the workload of production people from
２．Ask the manufacturing people if there is the problem or not. By getting an
writing and thinking how to write the problem.

